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In an idyllic world, the concept of a home would be a perfect reflection of goals achieved, love 
fulfilled, and dreams materialized. For a St. Catharines couple, these aspects all align, uniting lives 
and structures to reveal a stunning space for a new future together.  

Michael Passero is well acquainted with “building for your lifestyle,” the inspiring and practical 
tagline he uses for his award winning company, Silvergate Homes. Recently married, when he and wife 
Shannon, a clothing/textile designer, were contemplating moving from their Old Glenridge home to 
build a new residence more suitable for their changing needs —one motivation being the inclusion of 
a home office and gym for the couple, the good bones of the 1946 Tudor style structure and fabulous 
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Uniting lives and structures in old glenridge creates one brilliant space

labour of love

ONE ‘GREAT’ ROOM one benefit of building for your lifestyle is to seize the opportunity for greatness. 
Contemporary design cues embrace open, free-form spaces that grant flexibility for changing occasions, 
decorating choices and life stages. The original home’s choppy layout had rooms facing side to side, with 
few windows or views toward the back. Michael and Shannon insisted on taking full advantage of the 
property’s best asset: a spectacular outlook onto serene nature, wildlife, and changing seasons.
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ravine location beckoned for them to reconsider and adapt the 
gem they already had. 

“We determined that we couldn’t give it up and decided to build 
something truly unique, in keeping with the rest of the street and 
neighbourhood,” Passero relates. 

That “unique” something is now a car-stopping showpiece of 
style and grandeur for the street, following an intensive eight-month 
renovation between November and June of last year. Prompted by 
the adjacent ravine and a desire to combine the outdoors with 
their personal space, the avid skiers found the northern architec-
ture of Blue Mountain in Collingwood an appropriate template 
to follow. The vacation setting reflects materials and elements that 
create a relaxed, calm environment  —tranquillity they wanted to 
bring home and apply to everyday living. 

Designing most of the home from their own creative vision, 
first stages involved the challenge of adhering to the guidelines 
and restrictions set out by the Niagara Escarpment Commission 
because of the protected ravine location. Accommodating these 
requirements with their essentials for the new layout, including 

TAKE LEATHER FOR GRANITE a striking granite slab, 
antique Kosmic Black in a textured, “leather honed” matte finish, 
is the focus of the kitchen workspace. Supplied and installed by 
granite By Design in Waterdown, the attention-grabbing surface 
is very durable for areas of high use and distinguishes itself nicely 
from the nearby wall counter granite, done in a traditional polished 
Nordic Black. The tumbled marble backsplash—a one-by-two 
Crema and Noce mosaic mix—pops next to cream coloured cabi-
netry from artcraft Kitchens. Consulting on finish design choices 
with Carolyn oprzedek of Silvergate homes, each decision made 
is an expression of Michael and Shannon’s individual taste prefer-
ences and style.  

before



AN IMPOSING WELCOME a “can’t miss” reclaimed teak 
lotus panel hangs impressively above a colourful wool area rug; 
just two of the many distinctive treasures throughout the home 
from Shannon’s trips to Thailand. The grand entrance serves 
as the dividing line between the original home and the new-
build addition, and also creatively steps the home from 10-foot  
ceilings on the new side to the adjoining eight-foot height.

DESIGN TIP: Don’t miss the chance to take surround 
sound to a whole new level in your design and think ahead to 
your home’s tech future. Dell Smart home Solutions installed 
a multizone/multifunctional audio/video distribution system 
to centralize and integrate everything together for the entire 
house. able to be controlled easily from any tech device, 
smartphones or computers, you can now make your home an 
extension of your cyber domain. 
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RAVINE-OUS BEAUTY Multi-level, multi-functional outdoor living maximizes the backyard splendor 
to its full potential. retaining walls are given an additional practical use, stepping down the slope to extra 
greenspace and several seating areas overlooking the ravine. a rubber membrane was also added into 
the main deck’s flooring to allow moisture runoff at the ends and still offer dry shelter below, allowing the 
party to continue in the finished, lower level area, regardless of the weather.

before

HARMONIOUS HAVEN Stately structural timbers, half tying into the old home renovation and half 
framing the new construction, unify the impressive front entrance. The remainder of the exterior, hardie 
Board siding (a fibrous concrete board known for its longevity) mixes with traditional stucco for the body 
and bay windows are clad in copper roofing beside cedar shingle detailing. Both materials will weather to 
mellow and blend beautifully in the coming years, allowing the eye to settle on each unique element while 
uniting in an elegant reflection of the home’s natural surroundings. 

before
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maximizing a “must have” panoramic view of 
the ravine, they enlisted the services of archi-
tect Hank Nauta, of Nauta Home Designs 
in Fonthill, to add in the technical layer 
and draw up final floor plans. Also acting 
as valuable consultants along the way, were 
Michael’s father, Vito, and brother John; 
both gladly giving endless hours of expertise 
and guidance from their many years in the 
field of construction. 

Working on an older, established street, 
especially during the winter months, often 
limited access to the already congested site. 
Particularly daunting were the 20-foot spans 
of towering timber secured with traditional 
peg joinery that define the front entrance 
and echo the surrounding ravine landscape. 
For the overall design they were a necessity. 
Their majestic height and arched bracing 
help provide a fantastic focal point, but their 
cumbersome nature on an already tight street 
also tested the resolve of the team installing 
them. Passero applauds the incredible job 
done by Black Creek Timber in accom-
plishing the task. 

These are the types of tricky situations that 
are sure to be encountered during a reno-
vation, and a commonsense reason why 
working with a team of qualified, dedi-
cated professionals is so vital to the success 
of a project.

The final transformation seamlessly incor-
porates a facelift for the home’s original 
structure alongside new construction. Much 
more complex than completely razing the 
existing structure and starting over fresh, after 
removing the attached double garage and 
some of the adjacent rooms, the available area 
was successfully tied in as a new build. The 
gained result is an open and easy transition 
between spaces, linking approximately 4,800 
square feet of living area.

Equally exciting is the increased energy 
efficiency for the 60-year-old section of the 
house. The eco-energy rating improved from 
about 28 to the equivalent of a new home, 
accomplished by completely strapping and 
spray-foaming the exterior, replacing all 
existing windows, and adding a heat recovery 
ventilator to improve air circulation and 
quality. Silvergate Homes always insists on 
making this a priority in today’s construction 
practices, declares Passero. 

A company tagline has taken on new 
importance in Old Glenridge. After achieving 
a renovation that beautifully merges inspira-
tion with practicality, the Passeros’ home 
stands as proof you really can provide accom-
modation for your best life.   NMI

For full list of suppliers on this 
job, see source guide page 71

on the job 289.362.5440 

& se a g a t e  i n c .
…designing your travel memories

264 Welland Ave., Suite 2G
St. Catharines, ON

www.summersseagate.ca

50018838

If you do, you could …
Have colazione & cappuccino as the sun warms your villa’s piazzetta,
take a leisurely dip in the villa’s pool, share a bottle of Lilliano’s Chianti 
Classico or visit Il Pozzo for an amazing Siennese dinner.
Want to know more about Italian and European vacation experiences  
designed just for you? Call for an appointment or visit our website.

Want to rent this summer cottage?

RIGHT DEALER
RIGHT TIRE

 Reduce 
fuel consumption

* compared to Bridgestone 
Ecopia EP100, P185/65R15 size.

 Stops 
2.5 meters shorter*

Ask the best who know...

www.niagarabatteryandtire.com

Welland
10 Wellington St. 905-735-5616 

St. CatharineS
79 Hartzel Rd.905-682-8450

niagara FallS
5559 George St. 905-354-2182


